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Executive Summary

Several data management myths that have emerged within the SIEM/logging market 
have originated from both the unintentional inaccurate analysis of incomplete 
information and from the intentional fear, uncertainty, and doubt generated by 
companies with inferior products. These myths include the superiority of flat files, 
the inferiority of relational database management systems (RDBMS), and the value 
of clusters and NoSQL solutions. Each of these myths are explained and refuted in 
this white paper.

McAfee® EDB is the only data management system specifically designed from the 
ground up to satisfy the unique requirements of the SIEM/logging market. It has 
features and capabilities that contribute to its uniqueness and suitability for the 
SIEM/logging market. Several of these features and capabilities are described in this 
document to help you understand why McAfee EDB is the leading data management 
solution for SIEM/logging.

Introduction
Data management is a fundamental SIEM/logging function. Any product lacking an appropriate data 
management system will ultimately fail to meet the requirements of its users. Data management system 
capabilities drive product development. Optimally designed data management systems allow compelling 
product features to emerge that help propel the product to a market-leading position. The success of an 
SIEM/logging product hinges on the quality and capabilities of its underlying data management system 
and the expertise of its developers in utilizing the system.

Within the broad spectrum of data management problem domains, the requirements of the SIEM/logging 
domain are particularly challenging and well beyond the capabilities of commodity data management 
technologies. Whether they are commercial or open source or proprietary, commodity data management 
technologies are not designed to meet the requirements of the SIEM/logging domain. History is replete 
with examples of failed multimillion dollar commodity-based SIEM/logging data management projects.

What makes SIEM/logging data management particularly challenging? A massive data store must 
simultaneously support the real-time insertion of new data, the moderately fast modification of stored 
data, the pruning of data subsets to specified time durations, and the answering of multiple complicated 
questions about the details and characteristics of stored data in an operationally valuable time period. 
And it must do so at an affordable cost. Commodity data management technologies are capable of 
handling a subset of these requirements, but not all of them.

McAfee EDB data management technology handles all of these SIEM/logging requirements. 
It is designed, implemented, maintained, and tested by our world-class in-house development team 
to meet the demanding requirements of SIEM/logging and leverage all of the capabilities of appropriate 
emerging technologies such as modern operating systems, multicore CPUs, solid state and RAM drives, 
and large amounts of main memory. Not only is McAfee the market-leading SIEM/logging solution 
provider, but it is the global leader in high-speed high-volume streaming time-series data management.
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Myths
Many myths abound within the SIEM/logging data management domain, and some are accepted 
as the truth by the misinformed. Some myths result from the inaccurate interpretation of possibly 
incomplete information by well-intentioned persons, while other myths are the result of intentional 
marketing campaigns designed to create fear, uncertainty, and doubt in order to obscure the shortcomings 
of inferior products. Below, several common SIEM/logging myths are described and refuted.

Flat files

One myth states that flat file systems are the best technology for SIEM/logging data management 
and that any product not using a flat file system is clearly inferior.

The first use of a flat file database occurred in the year 1890. It was used to manage US Census data 
and was implemented using cards with punched holes representing data processed by a computing 
machine. The modern incarnation of a flat file database is a set of computer files that store data in 
such a way that data components and boundaries can be found within the file by simple parsing 
algorithms. It’s safe to say that flat file systems are the ultimate legacy technology.

Like any technology, flat file systems have their strengths and weaknesses. Relative to the requirements 
of SIEM/Logging products, here’s how flat file systems measure up:

•	 Requirement
 – Strength relative to other solutions: Real-time
 – Insertion: Best
 – Data modification: Worst
 – Time duration pruning: Average
 – Operationally acceptable answering of questions: Worst
 – Affordable: Best

The bottom line is this—flat file systems are wonderful if you want to store massive amounts of data, 
insert into the store rapidly and keep the store pruned to a time duration, and don’t want to modify 
the store, find anything in the store, or ask questions about the characteristics of the store.

Relational databases

The myth states that a relational database management system (RDBMS) is not fast enough to satisfy the 
data management requirements of SIEM/logging and that any product using an RDBMS is clearly inferior.

RDBMS products are data management systems that surface to the user a relational model of data, 
a concept first published in 1970 in a paper by E.F. Codd. Arguably, the relational model of data is 
the most widely used data model. There are many RDBMS products (commercial, open source, and 
proprietary) that, as a set, address the requirements of many different domains of data management. 
Each of these RDBMS products was designed to satisfy the requirements of a specific subset of data 
management domains. Attempting to utilize one of the products in a data management domain for 
which it was not designed does not make technical sense.

The relational model of data has its strengths and weaknesses. The strengths and weaknesses of RDBMS 
products vary according to their targeted design domains and the requirements that must be satisfied. 
Relative to the requirements of SIEM/logging products, here’s how relational model of data measures up:

•	 Requirement
 – Strength relative to other solutions: Real-time
 – Insertion: Good to worst
 – Data modification: Good to poor
 – Time duration pruning: Best to average
 – Operationally acceptable answering of questions: Best to poor
 – Affordable: Good to worst
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Conceptually, one can say that RDBMS products add indexing to the storage methodology of flat file 
systems to significantly improve the ability of the system to find data within the system’s stored data. 
The consequences of adding indexing are:

•	 Insertion is impacted because the cost of maintaining the indexes is significant; the more indexes, 
the greater the impact

•	 Data modification improves because the data to be modified can be found quickly; the improvement 
is degraded as more indexes are added

•	Time duration pruning improves because the time associated with stored data can be determined 
quickly; the improvement is degraded as more indexes are added

•	 Answering questions is improved because the indexes are used to significantly reduce the subset of 
the stored data that must be analyzed to answer questions; the improvement is enhanced as more 
indexes are added

Generally speaking, an RDBMS satisfies all of the requirements of SIEM/logging. Speaking specifically, 
common RDBMS products, as a whole, were not designed to address the unique characteristics of the 
SIEM/logging domain. This includes the more recent entrants into the RDBMS market like columnar 
store and in-memory RDBMS products.

The bottom line is that an RDBMS product that can satisfy the requirements of SIEM/logging would 
be a very good choice for SIEM/logging data management. There is only one RDBMS product that 
was designed to satisfy the requirements of the SIEM/logging domain: McAfee EDB.

Clusters

The myth states that clusters of computers are required to implement data management systems capable 
of satisfying SIEM/logging requirements.

Cluster data management techniques associated with open source projects like HADOOP and 
commercial products from GreenPlum and Netezza are very popular in the data warehouse industry. 
They are very expensive but conceptually do have some applicability to SIEM/logging. Their applicability 
lies in the notion of divide and conquer. Even the most capable data management system will fail to 
scale up at some point, and, at that point, an SIEM/logging product’s deployment architecture must 
allow the solution to scale out. The concept of scale out encompasses the notion of adding more scale-
up data management systems. It is important to note that whether or not scale-out is typically required 
depends upon the scalability of the scale up system.

HADOOP-type cluster data management systems have their strengths and weaknesses. Relative to the 
requirements of SIEM/logging products, here’s how cluster systems measures up:

•	 Requirement
 – Strength relative to other solutions: Real-time
 – Insertion: Poor to worst
 – Data modification: Poor to worst
 – Time duration pruning: Average
 – Operationally acceptable answering of questions: Poor to worst
 – Affordable: Worst

Here we have a classic example of trying to put a square peg in a round hole. Cluster data management 
solutions are designed to meet the requirements of a subset of data management domains that differ 
greatly from the requirements of SIEM/logging.

NoSQL

This myth rides on the coat tails of the clusters myth. The myth states that clusters of computers that 
store their data using NoSQL methodologies are required to implement data management systems 
capable of satisfying SIEM/logging requirements.
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Like clusters, NoSQL solutions are designed to meet the requirements of a subset of data management 
domains that have little in common with SIEM/logging requirements. In particular, NoSQL solutions 
do not answer complicated questions very quickly and are very expensive. NoSQL solutions have their 
strengths and weaknesses. Relative to the requirements of SIEM/Logging products, here’s how NoSQL 
solutions measure up:

•	 Requirement
 – Strength relative to other solutions: Real-time
 – Insertion: Poor to worst
 – Data modification: Poor to worst
 – Time duration pruning: Average
 – Operationally acceptable answering of questions: Poor to worst
 – Affordable: Worst

Like clusters, this is a classic example of trying to put a square peg in a round hole.

The Commodity RDBMS Solution
SIEM/logging product developers learn about RDBMS products in school. They know what kind of 
data they can handle and how to use them, but they learn nothing about their scalability characteristics. 
When tasked with designing a SIEM/logging product, they naturally gravitate to what they know and 
design their SIEM/logging product around an RDBMS product. Theoretically, there should be no problem 
with this choice as the relational model of data is very well suited for SIEM/logging, but, in reality, 
commodity RDBMS products don’t even come close to satisfying SIEM/logging requirements.

As it becomes obvious that their RDBMS is not going to satisfy the product’s requirements, many 
development teams turn toward the cluster concept of divide and conquer. Two styles of clustering 
usually emerge. One solution involves implementing a clustered version of their commodity RDBMS. 
This solution is excessively expensive, comes with a very high cost of ownership (database administrators, 
computational hardware, and facilities), and ultimately proves inadequate. Another solution involves 
the implementation of a cluster of multiple products from the SIEM/logging vendor. This solution is less 
expensive and doesn’t require expensive database administrators, but ultimately proves inadequate 
because even the aggregate capabilities of a cluster of commodity RDBMS deployment is either 
insufficient or cost prohibitive.

The results of this solution include high initial cost, high cost of ownership, poor performance, limited 
scalability, dissatisfied customers, and loss of market share over time.

The Band-Aids, Bubblegum, and Bailing Wire Solution
Product developers that have experienced a failure of commodity RDBMS solutions and move on 
to develop a new product—or are lucky enough to have the opportunity to re-engineer their existing 
product—often settle on a hybrid, enhanced flat file solution approach composed of indexed flat file 
systems and RDBMS products. The logic behind this solution goes as follows:

1. Store data in flat files.
2. Grossly index, typically by time and data source, the flat files by judiciously choosing a file naming 

convention and storage directory structure so that the number of files that must be analyzed to 
answer most questions is minimal and easily accessible. Typically, the file name contains a reference 
to the source of the data and a time stamp indicating when the data was collected, and the directory 
structure is a time hierarchy composed of year, month, day and hour.

3. When a question is asked, navigate the stored data directory structure and identify the files that must 
be analyzed in order to answer the question.

4. Parse the identified data and load it into an RDBMS.
5. Built a question-specific relational model of data model within the RDBMS.
6. Run a question-specific SQL statement within the RDBMS to generate the answer to the question.
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This solution has its strengths and weaknesses. Relative to the requirements of SIEM/logging products, 
here’s how this solution measures up:

•	 Requirement
 – Strength relative to other solutions: Real-time
 – Insertion: Good to best
 – Data modification: Average to worst
 – Time duration pruning: Average
 – Operationally acceptable answering of questions: Poor
 – Affordable: Average

Note that this solution can be scaled out if the product is designed to accommodate that feature. 
The problem with scaling out this solution is that it only marginally improves its major weakness—
operationally acceptable answering of questions—and doing so increases the cost of the solution.

Given the availability of commodity data management solutions and the general lack of fundamental 
data management expertise within the software development community, this is probably the best 
solution an average SIEM/logging company can produce. Let’s face it, what SIEM/logging company 
has the resources required to develop a targeted SIEM/logging data management technology from 
the ground up?

The McAfee Solution
In 1979, after reading and experimenting with the ideas in E.F. Codd’s paper on the relational model of 
data, the McAfee EDB development team began the development of a data management technology 
designed to satisfy the requirements of SIEM/logging. More than three decades of development, more 
than 300,000 staff hours, and tens of millions of dollars of investment have made McAfee EDB into 
the RDBMS for SIEM/logging.

Like any technology, McAfee EDB has its strengths and weaknesses.

Relative to the requirements of SIEM/logging products, here’s how McAfee EDB measures up:

•	 Requirement
 – Strength relative to other solutions: Real-time
 – Insertion: Good
 – Data modification: Good
 – Time duration pruning: Best
 – Operationally acceptable answering of questions: Best
 – Affordable: Best

What makes McAfee EDB so unique?

McAfee EDB was designed from the ground up by a world-class team of data management experts to 
satisfy SIEM/logging requirements. Very few development teams have ever built an RDBMS from the 
ground up and, of those, only the McAfee EDB team focused on SIEM/logging. Over its three decades of 
development, many designs, algorithms, performance tweaks, and features have been implemented that 
make McAfee EDB what it is today. Here are a few key features related to SIEM.

N-tree
Indexing is the heart and soul of any RDBMS, and McAfee EDB’s N-tree indexing technology stands 
head and shoulders above any other indexing technology when it comes to satisfying SIEM/logging 
requirements. Fundamentally, N-tree is a B-tree, but it’s beyond the fundamentals where things 
get interesting.
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N-tree positional awareness
Positional awareness means that once a record is located within an N-tree, the sorted position of the 
record is known. 

Counting things is a key SIEM/logging requirement.

Suppose you want to know the number of events associated with the IP address 10.0.0.1 in a table of 
events that has an N-tree index on IP address. First, find the first 10.0.0.1 record and save the sorted 
position of the record. Next, find the next record just greater than 10.0.0.1 and save the sorted position 
of that record. Finally, subtract the first position from the second to get the total number of events 
associated with 10.0.0.1 in the table. It’s just that simple, and it’s extremely fast.

The SIEM/logging ramifications of this capability may not be obvious. Because of this capability, the 
time to count ten 10.0.0.1 events or ten billion 10.0.0.1 events is approximately the same. Suppose 
there are 1 billion event records in the table and there are 2,000 unique IP addresses, McAfee EDB only 
visits 2,001 index entries to get the number of events for each of the 2,000 IP addresses. Counting 
performance is critical to the operation of SIEM/logging products.

How fast is very fast? In a head-to-head performance test between McAfee EDB and MySQL/MyISAM, 
one of the fastest open source RDBMS products, McAfee EDB was more than 90,000 times faster 
at counting.

Other RDBMS products actually visit every qualifying event record in the table in order to count them, 
which is extremely slow. Some RDBMS products support what is sometimes called a “cube” that can 
keep these kinds of counts, but doing so significantly decreases insertion performance, costs, RAM, 
and disk space and does not scale well.

Another critical benefit of positional awareness is query optimization. Let’s say the event table has 
an index on source IP and another index on destination IP. Now let’s say that a query is submitted 
that contains a specific value for source IP, say 10.0.0.1, and a specific value for destination IP, say 
192.168.10.1. In order for the query optimizer to determine which index is the best to use for pivoting, 
it can, in real time, get the count of records for 10.0.0.1 and the count of records for 192.168.10.1. 
Pivoting on the index with the smallest count can significantly decrease query execution time.

Other RDBMS products run background statistics gathering processes that only provide approximations 
for their query optimizers, and these processes take additional CPU, RAM, and disk storage. McAfee EDB 
has this all built right in, is perfectly accurate every time, and is extremely fast.

N-tree aggregates
Each entry within an N-tree can have up to 32 numerical aggregate values associated with it. Each 
value can be either the sum of all the values of a specified field of a record in sorted order up to and 
including the record associated with the index entry, or the sum of all the values squared of a specified 
field of a record in sorted order up to and including the record associated with the index entry. Note that 
these values are maintained and accessible in real time and do not require any additional background 
processes or cubes.

Calculating sums and standard deviations are key SIEM/logging requirements.

Suppose you want to know the average bytes transferred from the IP address 10.0.0.1 over the last 24 
hours. Suppose, also, there’s a McAfee EDB connection table with a compound N-tree index composed 
of IP address and time that has a sum aggregate on bytes transmitted. First, find the first 10.0.0.1 
connection record within the last 24 hours and save the sorted position of the record and the bytes 
transmitted aggregate value. Next, find the next connection record greater than 10.0.0.1, and save the 
sorted position of the record and the bytes transmitted aggregate. Next, subtract the first position from 
the second to get the total number of 10.0.0.1 connections, and subtract the first bytes transmitted 
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aggregate from the last to get the sum of all bytes transmitted. Finally, divide the sum of all the bytes 
transmitted by 10.0.0.1 by the number of 10.0.0.1 connections to get the average bytes transmitted per 
connection by 10.0.0.1 in the last 24 hours. It’s just that simple, and it’s extremely fast.

Like N-tree’s positional awareness feature, the SIEM/logging ramifications of this capability may not be 
obvious, but the ramifications are the same—calculating sums and standard deviations are more than 
90,000 times faster in McAfee EDB.

N-tree stored cardinality
For any compound N-tree index, the stored cardinality at each level of the compound index is known.

Complex query optimization is a key SIEM/logging requirement.

Suppose we’re running a query that specifies an IP address of 10.0.0.1, but we don’t have an index 
that either starts with that IP address or is only an IP address index. Furthermore, we have two different 
compound N-tree indexes that have IP address as the second field of the index. Because an N-tree 
knows about stored cardinality, the proper index can be chosen by simply picking the index with the 
lowest stored cardinality of the first field of the compound index.

Some other RDBMS products use the field type of the first field as an indicator for pivot index choice, 
but this can lead to radically bad choices of pivot index. Suppose you have a table with two compound 
indexes, the first index is a four-byte unsigned field followed by IP address, and the other is an eight-
byte unsigned field followed by IP address. Additionally, suppose there are 10,000,000 unique values 
of the four-byte unsigned field stored within the first index and 10 unique values of the eight-byte 
unsigned field stored within the second index. Some other RDBMS products will choose to pivot on the 
four-byte unsigned index because the maximum number of possible unique values of the four-byte field 
type is less than the maximum number of possible unique values of the eight-byte field type. The result 
of this choice is an execution time 1,000,000 times longer than needed.

N-tree time-differentiated sub-fields
A compound N-tree index may contain a time field that is differentiated into a major time component 
and a minor time component. The index will start with the major component, end with the minor 
component, and have other fields between the two time components.

Insert and query performance for time-series data are key SIEM/logging requirements.

Whenever a compound index contains a high-granularity time field, like Unix time to the microsecond, 
the number of index nodes touched during insertion and querying can be very high, which causes a 
great deal of disk input/output and significantly impacts both insertion and query performance. By 
breaking up the time into a major segment, say the amount of time up to the day, and a minor segment 
the rest of the time, the number of index nodes touched is significantly reduced, thus reducing the 
impact on insertion and query performance.

Experimentation has shown that some other RDBMS products experience debilitating insertion and 
query performance degradation when the volume of records in their tables gets even moderately large, 
in the few tens of millions of records range. This phenomenon can be mitigated, to some extent, by 
increasing the amount of RAM available to the RDBMS; but ultimately this approach does not scale, 
so it fails. This phenomenon is a major contributor to the failure of commodity RDBMS solutions, and 
a key design driver behind the “band-aids, bubblegum, and bailing wire solution.”

N-tree’s time-differentiated sub-fields completely eliminate the volume-oriented problems encountered 
by other RDBMS products, allowing McAfee EDB tables to grow and grow with practically no limit.
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N-tree partial indexes
This refers to the ability to maintain only the indexes relevant to a particular record, on a record-by-
record basis.

Insertion performance is a key SIEM/logging requirement.

A common method of increasing query performance is to “de-normalize” a database to reduce or 
eliminate joins during query processing. The problem with this technique is that it results in fewer 
tables, each with more indexes, and increases the insertion time into the tables. Another characteristic 
of de-normalization is that most records don’t have values worth indexing for every index of the table. 
Partial indexes allow the developer to turn off indexing, on a record-by-record basis, for any index that 
has no value for the record. By turning off some of the indexes for a record, the insertions are quicker, 
indexes are kept as small as possible, and query times are improved.

Other RDBMS products support partial indexes.

N-tree parallel processes
N-tree indexes are designed for parallel processing. This feature allows multiple simultaneous query 
and insert processes to utilize the features of a specific instance of an N-tree index while minimizing 
the contention for the internal resources of the N-tree index, and maximizing the utilization of modern 
multicore computers with large amounts of RAM.

Maximizing the simultaneous high-performance execution of insertion, modification, pruning and 
multiple query processes, and minimizing solution cost are key SIEM/logging requirements.

The common brute force and ignorance solution to this problem is to allow only one write process 
to access an index at a time, not allow any read processes to access an index if a write process is 
accessing it, and not allow any write processes access if any read processes are accessing it. This is 
sometimes referred to as “locking at the top.” N-tree indexes never lock at the top. N-tree indexes use 
high granularity resource contention management methodologies, where only the smallest required 
sub-section of the index tree is controlled and only for the shortest required time. This allows many 
insertion and query threads to utilize an N-tree index while minimizing internal resource contention 
and maximizing process execution speed.

N-tree hitchhikers
Each entry within an N-tree can have up to 32 fields that are simply copies of fields from the entry’s 
associated record.

Query performance is a key SIEM/logging requirement.

It is sometimes the case that record data not stored within the index is needed by queries. An example 
might be that a query needs the IT organization’s estimated server value for each server that qualifies as 
one of the top ten servers being attacked in a network. To maximize the execution speed of the query, 
at the expense of storing two copies of server values, the values can be stored in one of the 32 available 
hitchhiker fields. By doing so, records do not have to be located and read in order to process the query.

Time-partitioned tables

Each table in McAfee EDB can be partitioned based on a time span, say one day. Furthermore, a table’s 
partitions can be physically spread across multiple storage subsystems, which are developer-defined.

Insertion, modification, pruning and query performance, and maximum utilization of computational 
resources are key SIEM/logging requirements.

Time partitioning allows McAfee EDB to automatically maintain a table that contains a moving time 
window of records. Furthermore, this feature allows the rapidly changing “young” partitions to utilize 
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the high performance characteristics of expensive fast storage (for example, solid state and RAM 
drives), while the read-only “old” partitions can be optionally reformatted and stored on cheaper, 
low-performance storage (for example, disk, storage area network). Since McAfee EDB does this 
all automatically, based on developer-specified configuration parameters, the cost of developing, 
maintaining, and testing pruning processes is eliminated, and product quality is maximized.

SQL time groups

McAfee EDB’s SQL grammar supports grouping by time duration.

Answering complicated time-oriented questions is a key SIEM/logging requirement.

Suppose we’d like to know the number of events per 30-minute time segment within the last 24 hours 
associated with the IP address 10.0.0.1 having a severity greater than or equal 60. Using the McAfee 
EDB embedded SQL statement processor we can submit the following SQL statement:

SELECT COUNT(*) 
FROM Events 
WHERE (IP = ‘10.0.0.1’) 
AND (Severity >= 60) 
AND (Event Time < NOW()) 
AND (Event Time >= SUBDATE(NOW(),1)) 
GROUP BY Event Time[30_MIN]

Not only is this SQL grammar easy for developers to use, but the McAfee EDB SQL statement processor 
optimizes this statement, taking advantage of positional awareness and/or time-differentiated sub-fields 
and/or time-partitioned tables, so that answering the question with this SQL statement is thousands of 
times faster than answering the question with other commodity RDBMS products.

Circular tables

A table can be configured to be a circular table, where “N” number of records are automatically 
maintained within the table, and, when records N+1 and so on are written to the table, existing records 
are automatically overwritten.

Implementation of store-and-forward queues is a key SIEM/logging requirement.

Many McAfee products use McAfee EDB circular tables to implement intelligent high-performance store-
and-forward queues. These queues are critical to the implementation of collector-side aggregation and 
the multiple enterprise security management (ESM) deployment architecture. Additionally, this feature 
eliminates the risk, uncertainty, and inferiority associated with the development, maintenance, and 
testing of alternative complicated pruning processes.

Fine-grained integer field types

McAfee EDB allows developers to specify signed and unsigned integer fields with sizes of one 
to eight bytes.

Data structure size minimization that results in faster insertion, modification, pruning, and query 
execution and better utilization of computational hardware are key SIEM/logging requirements.

When dealing with large data sets, every byte counts, even in this day of cheap large disks. Note 
that solid state and RAM disks are neither cheap nor large but very useful. If you only need one byte, 
why use eight? In a one-billion record table, you just saved a minimum of seven gigabytes of storage. 
If, additionally, you have 10 indexes that contain that one byte, you’ve saved 77 gigabytes of storage. 
Beyond the storage savings, even more important is the amount of input/output saved, the less data 
you have to read and write the faster everything will be. Additionally, smaller indexes and record stores 
increase query execution speed.
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Programmatic internal interface

McAfee EDB provides developers with a programmatic internal interface that allows them to utilize low-
level programming techniques when SQL’s set orientation is sub-optimal for the task at hand.

Implementing data management tasks that are not set oriented is a key SIEM/logging requirement.

One example of the benefit of using McAfee EDB’s programmatic internal interface is the browsing 
of hundreds of millions of records within a table of a SIEM/logging product. Developers constrained 
to the use of SQL can only provide users with a slow, laborious paging interface. Using McAfee EDB’s 
programmatic internal interface, developers can present the data to users in a scrollable list with a 
tracking thumb that updates in real time in response to the user’s control of the thumb.

Another example of the benefit of using McAfee EDB’s programmatic internal interface is performance 
improvement of question answering for some questions that require what is called an SQL “correlated 
sub query.” Experience has shown that replacing some correlated sub query SQL statements with 
equivalent programs that use McAfee EDB’s programmatic internal interface allows questions to be 
answered thousands of times faster.

Other RDBMS products do not provide equivalent programmatic internal interfaces.

About McAfee
McAfee, a wholly owned subsidiary of Intel Corporation (NASDAQ:INTC), is the world’s largest dedicated 
security technology company. McAfee delivers proactive and proven solutions and services that help 
secure systems, networks, and mobile devices around the world, allowing users to safely connect to 
the Internet, browse, and shop the web more securely. Backed by its unrivaled global threat intelligence, 
McAfee creates innovative products that empower home users, businesses, the public sector, and service 
providers by enabling them to prove compliance with regulations, protect data, prevent disruptions, 
identify vulnerabilities, and continuously monitor and improve their security. McAfee is relentlessly 
focused on constantly finding new ways to keep our customers safe. http://www.mcafee.com
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